Hi! I’m Sasha Kipnis
Who we are and what we do

- Support for women in CS
- Exclusive opportunities for networking with companies
- Socials and bonding
- Partnership with companies
Why this movement is important

- Women are intimidated in a male dominated field
- Women are missing out on opportunities they are extremely qualified for
- Mentorship and support is an effective way to give confidence to women pursuing CS
172 Members

Including eleven officers
Company Events

Members get 1-on-1 facetime with recruiters and engineers in a relaxed environment throughout the semester.
Women in Tech Panel

- In February
- Professionals from different tech companies talk about their experiences in their fields
- Answer audience questions
- Need female engineers
  - Answer questions
  - Serve as role models
Puzzle Day

- In April
- Solve challenging puzzles with your friends for fun and prizes!
- Need sponsorship to put on this event
  - Prizes
  - Puzzles
Questions?